Dear Madam/Sir,

Greeting from the Association of Indian Universities!

AIU in collaboration with the U.S. Embassy, New Delhi, is hosting the second webinar in our monthly Special Lecture series on the "The Future of Higher Education" on **Friday, August 7 at 5:30 pm**. We are privileged to host *Dr. Mark C. Elliott, Vice Provost for International Affairs* at Harvard University as our next presenter. The topic of the talk would be: **Internationalization in Higher Education: The Pandemic Changes Everything, The Pandemic Changes Nothing.**

Trends in higher education are for a long time pointing towards ever greater internationalisation of student enrollments, teaching staff, curricular content, and research networks to enhance learning opportunities. Today, however, the future of international higher education suddenly seems much less certain. By forcing a halt to nearly all international travel, the pandemic has interrupted the normal movement of people within and between the world’s universities, isolating us from one another in unprecedented ways. The talk will primarily focus on what does the future of internationalization in higher education look like after the global pandemic and will discuss how the COVID 19 pandemic will impact the future of international higher education.

We would be delighted to have you participate on Friday, August 7 at 5:30 pm. Kindly Register at [https://tinyurl.com/IntHighEd](https://tinyurl.com/IntHighEd), in advance to get a joining link.

With warm regards,

Yours sincerely

(Pankaj Mittal)

The Vice Chancellor/Director of all AIU Member Universities/Institutes